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ABSTRACT

Level-1 PSA of'Kakrapar Atomic Power Station, an Indian PHWR, covering the internal
initiating events is in progress. As part of this study, event tree analysis is taken up for the
initiating event involving offsite power supply failure resulting due to grid disturbance, to
analyze the various event sequences. Station Blackout is one of the scenarios analysed in
this event tree. A recovery possibility of Class-Ill Power Supply is also postulated, failure of
which is assumed to lead to an extended Station Blackout situation. The performance
required of each function event/frontline system depends on both the initiators and the
additional system failures or successes in a particular accident sequence. Hence, different
definitions of success criteria and boundary conditions are identified accordingly for the
various frontline system fault tree modelling. The concept of small event tree and large fault
tree is adopted. To identify the dominant Common Cause Failure (CCF) vulnerabilities, a
detailed CCF analysis is carried out Appropriate human error probabilities are used after
giving due credit to performance shaping factors, emergency operating procedures and
O&Mchecklists. Plant specific failure parameters are computed and Bayesian technique is
used to calculate the posterior values. Subsequent to accident sequence quantification,
importance analysis is carried out to determine the important accident sequences, system
failures, component failures and human errors. It was observed that inspite of high
frequency cf grid disturbances, the onsite power supply (we have three Diesel Generators
and one Diesel Generator is sufficient to cater to safety loads) is highly reliable and the
frequency of core damage /Station Blackout is very low.

INTRODUCTION

Kakrapar Atomic Power Station is a twin unit NPP based on PHWRs with 2 x 200
MWe capacity. These units are connected to 220 KV electrical transmission system operated
by the Gujrat State Electricity Board The Station is located around Kakrapar kftbank canal 29
KM downstream of Ukai Dam on Tapi river in Gujrat, India. The reactor is of pressurized
heavy water type using heavy water moderator and coolant and natural uranium dioxide as
fueL As a part of the Level-1 PSA of KAPS event tree analysis is taken up for the initiating
event involving offsite power supply failure resulting due to grid disturbance, to analyze the
various event sequences, Station Blackout is one of the scenarios analysed in this event tree.
The existing scheme of Class-IV power supply and Class-Hi power supplies shown in
Figure-1.
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EVENT TREE DEVELOPMENT

The concept of small event tree and large fault tree is followed in the present event tree
analysis. The front line system fault tree models include relevant support systems with suitable
boundaries and human actions. A recovery possibility is also calculated for the ability to
restore offsite and onsite power supply to the Station loads as recommended in IAEA TEC
DOC-593. During SBO, it is assumed that unavailability of PHT pressure control system
does not result in any voiding beyond limits that could affect mermosyphon cooling of PHT
system. Also, loss of coolant (process water) to Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Systems is not
expected to lead to any core damage (Refer Figure-2). These assumptions are based on detailed
thermal-hydraulic heat transfer calculation. Associated with some of the end-states in the
event tree is a certain level of fuel damage resulting from the postulated failure modes based
on general fuel cooling characteristics of each individual sequence of events, safe or unsafe
consequences are identified.

FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

The methodology for performing and documenting Reliability Analysis has been
standardized and guidelines are prepared for conducting, manipulating and quantifying fault
trees in line with NUREG-0492. Once the fault trees are developed system important analysis
is carried out using generic data to identify the basic events that have significant impact on the
top event Subsequently, failure data on these selected components is then collected from the
Site records. Baysian technique is used to calculate the Posterior failure data. Common Cause
Failure analysis is based on the most recent efforts of NUREG/CR-5801. The screening
(Phase-I) and Qualitative (Phase-II) of CCF analysis have been included as part of system fault
trees. The more detailed study on Phase-II and Phase-in (Quantitative) analysis for a-factor
model were carried out for Class-ID P/S system based on specific failure data. However, in the
absence of broad data it is difficult to use the a-factor models recommended in
NUREG/CR/5801.

Human error probabilities are considered after giving due credit to Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOP) and Testing/Maintenance Procedures. Human Cognitive
Reliability Model from IAEA-TECDOC-592 is used for quantifying Human Error
Probabilities.

IE FREQUENCY

Plant Specific Class-IV power supply failure data for twelve reactor years of KAPS
operation is used for calculating Initiating Event Frequency.

STATION BLACKOUT SCENARIO

After a Class-IV failure if Class-HI is not available, a Station Blackout Scenario will
have to be handled. During the Blackout, PHT System forced circulation will be lost and is
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initially provided by coastdown of pump flywheels, followed by mermo-syphoning. Also, PHT
pressuring pumps and auxiliary boiler feed pumps will not be available. FM supply pumps
which are on Class-JI supply may continue to operate if already operating, but will not start.
On the secondary side, the water inventory of steam generators provide heat sink capability for
a limited period by blowing steam through SDVs. The Secondary Steam Relief System is
required to be initiated in its crash cooldown mode manually within first few minutes for the
decay heat removal using the SG inventory. Boilers get depressurized permitting the injection
of fire water. If Class-DI power supply is not recovered (extended blackout scenario) fire
water addition to steam generators should be continued. The event tree is drawn in the Risk
Spectrum package and all the relevant top gates of mitigating system fault trees are connected
accordingly.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Station blackout scenario has the frequency of 5.00 E-04 event per year. This sequence
represents the simultaneous failure of Class-TV and Class-in power supplies. However,
functions like loss of decay heat removal and maintaining reactor in subcritical state are
available. The dominant cutsets include CCF of Class-El isolation circuit breakers. Importance
analysis is carried out and all the minimal cutsets are numerically ranked. First few dominant
cutsets are :-

No.

1

2

3

4

5

Frequency

Z447E-04

9.229E-06

9.229E-06

9.229E-06

9.22.9E-06

%

48.98

1.85

1.85

1.85

1.85

Q

2.670E+00
2.680E-01
3.420E-04
2.670E+00
2.680E-01
3.591E-03
3.591E-03
2.670E+00
2.680E-01
3.591E-03
3.591E-03
Z670E+00
2.680E401
3.591E-03
3.591E-03
2.670E+00
2.680E-01
3.591E-03
3.591E-03

Event

CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-CBISO-CCF-ALL
CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-CB365-FTO
CL3S-HS7546ON-FL
CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-HS7546ON-FL
CL3S-HS7547ON-FL
CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-CB358-FTO
CL3S-HS7547ON-FL
CLIV
CL3RC
CL3S-CB366-FTO
CL3S-HS7548ON-FL

Description

Basic event
CL-III recovery probability
Isolation CKT.BKR.s Ml to pen due to CCF.
Basic Event.
CL-III recovery probability.
Failure of CB-365 to (rip or its lock out relay actuates.
EMTR HS-7546 for Bus-D fails to be in on position.
Basic Event
Cl-in recovery probability.
EMTR HS-7546 forBus-D finis to be in on position.
EMTR HS-7547 for Bns-E foils to be in on position.
Basic Event
Cl-III recovery probability.
Failure of CB-358 to trip or its lock out relay actuates.
EMTR HS-7547 for Bu»-E faus to be in on position.
Bask Event.
Cl-III recovery probability.
Failure of CB-358 to trip or its lock out relay actuates.
EMTR HS-7546 for Bus-D fails to be in on position.

The two most important unsafe consequences during SBO which can affect core
cooling process are Class-m.SSR2 (crash cooldown) and Class~in.FFW2 (Fire Fighting
Water). They are also quantified during analysis and there frequencies are found to be
7.69E-07 events per year and 1.86E-07 events per year. Considerable low frequency
values of these two unsafe events reflects a low core damage probability during Station
blackout scenario.
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C-.V EVENT TREE FOR CLASS-IV POWER SUPPLY FAILURE INITIATING EVENT
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No.

t

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

?5

26

Freq. Conseq. Code

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

SArE

SAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

SAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

UNSAFE

ALPAS

ALPAS-GRABS

ABFWS

ABFWS-ALPAS

ABFWS-ALPAS GRABS

ABFWS-SOC2

ABFWo-SDC2-ALPAS

ABrWS-SDC2-ALPAS-GRA8S

ABFWS-S0C2-FP/'>/1

A8FWS-SSFM

ABFWS-SSR-)-ALPAS

ABFWS-SSR4-ALPAS-GRABS

ABFWS-SSR4-SDC1

CL-II1

CL-1II-ALPAS

CL-ill-ALPAS-GRABS

CL-IM-SOC2

CL-III-3DC2-ALPAS

CL-IM-SDC2-ALPAS-GRABS

CL-IM-CL3NOREC

CL-IH-CL3NOREC-GRABS

CL-IM-FFW2

CL-III-SSR2

SSR1

RPS

Standard graphical report tor Event tree \ v.
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